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Identiv’s Relay Expansion Board (REB8) expands the control relay capacity of M-Series Controllers. REB8 provides eight (8) additional two 

(2) AMP form C dry relay outputs, rated for 24VDC. These relays are socketed and removable.

In the newest version of the REB8, up to five REB8s can be installed in a Hirsch Mx, M2, M8, or M16 Controller. Please note the REB8 

cannot be installed in an M64 or Mx-1.

Unlike the large heavy-duty door relays used to switch electric locks or strike power at ten (10) AMP loads, the expansion relays are 

normally used for signal level switching or pilot duty. Such switches, when closed, provide an input to a low-voltage sensing circuit. 

However, the switch can also be used to activate the coils of a remote heavy-duty relay.

By connecting the REB8 across NO and C terminals, no power is consumed when the device is in its normal state. This is the case in 

applications like elevator control, where the control relays provide a contact closure to elevator control equipment only. There is almost 

no distance limitation for the cable between the REB8’s terminal block and an isolation relay. If a powered device is being activated 

or energized, use the Hirsch ScramblePad distance limitations as a good measure of distance capability. For accuracy, voltage drop 

calculations should be made for the specific load, cable, and distances involved.

Please contact your Identiv Regional Sales Manager to arrange for a web discussion and demo by calling +1-888-809-8880, emailing 

sales@identiv.com, or visiting identiv.com.

Relay Expansion Board with Eight (8) Dry Relay 
Outputs

 MODULAR
 Up to 40 expansion relays (elevators, sounders, intrusion, 

shooter)

 HIGH PERFORMANCE
 2 AMP 24VDC form C relays

 SIMPLE
 Dry contacts for any I/O application
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IIdentiv, Inc. (NASDAQ: INVE) is the leading global player in physical security and secure identification. Identiv’s products, software, systems, and services address the markets for physical

and logical access control and a wide range of RFID-enabled applications. Customers in the government, enterprise, consumer, education, healthcare, and transportation sectors rely

on Identiv’s access and identification solutions. Identiv’s mission is to secure the connected physical world: from perimeter to desktop access, and from the world of physical things to

the Internet of Everything.

Identiv has offices worldwide. Addresses and phone numbers are listed at identiv.com/contact. For more information, visit identiv.com or email sales@identiv.com.
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PARAMETER REB8

Communications

Wiring from Controller One (1) pair twisted shielded

Physical

Alarm Physical tamper on panel enclosure

Dimensions 6.85 x 4.05 x .52 in (17.4 x 10.3 x 1.32 cm)

Shipping Weight 1 lb (0.45 kg)

Operating Temperature Range 32° to 140°F (0° to 60°C)

Relative Humidity 0 to 90%, non-condensing

Listings and Approvals CE

Specifications


